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rechecking is the act of reviewing or examining something again especially with the intention of
finding errors or confirming accuracy when we use rechecking in a sentence we are emphasizing the
importance of thoroughness and attention to detail find 107 different ways to say recheck along with
antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com noun re check ˈrē ˌchek plural
rechecks a second or subsequent check reexamination at first he thought it was instrument error but
a recheck validated the measurements eugene linden examples of recheck in a sentence recent
examples on the verb wait two hours then recheck the shower temperature synonyms for recheck
reinspection resurvey perusal observation watch once over research surveillance investigation
checkout to check something again editors should check and re check reports for accuracy nursery
employees were being continually observed and periodically rechecked fewer examples images were
rechecked for consistency prior to processing data two weeks later inspectors re checked the work
and it still did not meet safety standards high quality example sentences with for rechecking in
context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in
english verb transitive to check something again before drilling check and recheck the position of the
hinges because it is almost impossible to refill the hole if it is drilled in the wrong position collins
english dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers find 128 synonyms for recheck and other similar
words that you can use instead based on 4 separate contexts from our thesaurus find 216 synonyms
for rechecking and other similar words that you can use instead based on 4 separate contexts from
our thesaurus recheck riːˈtʃɛk vb tr to check something again collins english dictionary complete and
unabridged 12th edition 2014 harpercollins publishers 1991 1994 1998 2000 2003 2006 2007 2009
2011 2014 what s the definition of rechecking in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence
examples define rechecking meaning and usage another way to say rechecking synonyms for
rechecking other words and phrases for rechecking singular recheck plural rechecks recheck sentence
examples try to begin planning as far in advance as possible and check and recheck your list the
physician will periodically recheck the level of antibody in the child s blood collate another way to say
recheck synonyms for recheck other words and phrases for recheck formal ways to say the check
when it comes to using formal language to ask for the check in a restaurant in japan you have a few
options these phrases are suitable for formal situations where politeness and respect are essential
kanjo wo onegaishimasu this phrase translates to please bring the bill check to check something
again editors should check and re check reports for accuracy nursery employees were being
continually observed and periodically rechecked fewer examples images were rechecked for
consistency prior to processing data two weeks later inspectors re checked the work and it still did not
meet safety standards detailed modalities for applying for verification of marks obtaining a photocopy
of the evaluated answer book s and re evaluation of the answers for the nta issued the swayam
january 2024 exam results today april 28 candidates can view download and print their score cards by
going to the official website and entering their email address
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how to use rechecking in a sentence diving deeper May 11 2024 rechecking is the act of reviewing or
examining something again especially with the intention of finding errors or confirming accuracy
when we use rechecking in a sentence we are emphasizing the importance of thoroughness and
attention to detail
107 synonyms antonyms for recheck thesaurus com Apr 10 2024 find 107 different ways to say
recheck along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
recheck definition meaning merriam webster Mar 09 2024 noun re check ˈrē ˌchek plural rechecks a
second or subsequent check reexamination at first he thought it was instrument error but a recheck
validated the measurements eugene linden examples of recheck in a sentence recent examples on
the verb wait two hours then recheck the shower temperature
recheck synonyms 34 similar words merriam webster Feb 08 2024 synonyms for recheck
reinspection resurvey perusal observation watch once over research surveillance investigation
checkout
recheck definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 07 2024 to check something again
editors should check and re check reports for accuracy nursery employees were being continually
observed and periodically rechecked fewer examples images were rechecked for consistency prior to
processing data two weeks later inspectors re checked the work and it still did not meet safety
standards
for rechecking english examples in context ludwig Dec 06 2023 high quality example sentences
with for rechecking in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps
you to write better in english
recheck definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 05 2023 verb transitive to check
something again before drilling check and recheck the position of the hinges because it is almost
impossible to refill the hole if it is drilled in the wrong position collins english dictionary copyright
harpercollins publishers
what is another word for recheck wordhippo Oct 04 2023 find 128 synonyms for recheck and other
similar words that you can use instead based on 4 separate contexts from our thesaurus
what is another word for rechecking wordhippo Sep 03 2023 find 216 synonyms for rechecking and
other similar words that you can use instead based on 4 separate contexts from our thesaurus
recheck definition of recheck by the free dictionary Aug 02 2023 recheck riːˈtʃɛk vb tr to check
something again collins english dictionary complete and unabridged 12th edition 2014 harpercollins
publishers 1991 1994 1998 2000 2003 2006 2007 2009 2011 2014
rechecking in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for rechecking Jul 01 2023 what s the definition of
rechecking in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence examples define rechecking
meaning and usage
rechecking synonyms 112 words and phrases for rechecking May 31 2023 another way to say
rechecking synonyms for rechecking other words and phrases for rechecking
recheck definition meaning yourdictionary Apr 29 2023 singular recheck plural rechecks recheck
sentence examples try to begin planning as far in advance as possible and check and recheck your
list the physician will periodically recheck the level of antibody in the child s blood
recheck synonyms 194 words and phrases for recheck Mar 29 2023 collate another way to say
recheck synonyms for recheck other words and phrases for recheck
how to say the check in japanese formal and informal ways Feb 25 2023 formal ways to say the check
when it comes to using formal language to ask for the check in a restaurant in japan you have a few
options these phrases are suitable for formal situations where politeness and respect are essential
kanjo wo onegaishimasu this phrase translates to please bring the bill check
recheck english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 27 2023 to check something again editors should
check and re check reports for accuracy nursery employees were being continually observed and
periodically rechecked fewer examples images were rechecked for consistency prior to processing
data two weeks later inspectors re checked the work and it still did not meet safety standards
क द र य म ध यम क श क ष ब र ड Dec 26 2022 detailed modalities for applying for verification of marks
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obtaining a photocopy of the evaluated answer book s and re evaluation of the answers for the
swayam 2024 results declared by nta no provision for rechecking Nov 24 2022 nta issued the
swayam january 2024 exam results today april 28 candidates can view download and print their score
cards by going to the official website and entering their email address
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